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AGENDA
Multiple-Choice Questions
True/False/Not Given
Assessment & The CEFR

1. On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you about
developing your own Multiple-Choice and True/False/NG
questions for reading and listening comprehensions?
2. What do you find most difficult? Why?

What are the pros and cons of
multiple choice questions?
Advantages
- Can be used to measure a variety of
learning levels (versatility)
- Can be used to assess basic recall,
application, analysis and evaluation
- Reliable
- Easy to grade
Disadvantages
- Evaluate recognition rather than recall
- allow for guessing
- Fairly difficult to construct effectively

“Multiple-choice comprehension
items are notoriously difficult to
write.”
Caroline Krantz, How to Write Reading & Listening
Activities

Why?

Features of a multiple-choice question
Options

Distractor

Key

Rubric

Stem

Read the following weather forecast and choose the correct option. Rubric
And now for the weather. We’re going to see a rather cloudy start to the day today, with
outbreaks of rain. These should clear by lunchtime bringing us a very dry, bright and
sunny afternoon with temperatures reaching 28 degrees. Tomorrow, again, a cloudy
morning, but without the showers, brightening up into another sunny afternoon,
though a little cooler than today as there will be an easterly breeze.
Tomorrow the weather will be: Stem
A) Windier than this afternoon
Key
Options Distractor
B) Wetter than this afternoon
Distractor
C) Warmer than this afternoon

}

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions

What advice/rules do you
currently use when
constructing multiple-choice
questions?

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions
How to Write Reading & Listening Activities, Krantz, 2016

1. The stem and options should be as short as they can be. The stem should contain most
of the information and be meaningful by itself.
2. The language in the stem and options should be clear and easy to process.
3. Make sure you paraphrase and don’t use the same words as in the text.
4. Try to avoid negative constructions in the stem as it can be confusing for students.
5. The options should be roughly equal length.
6. Avoid any overlap between the options.
7. Check that the key isn’t too obviously right or the distractors too obviously wrong.
8. Make sure that world knowledge isn’t coming into play and easily guessable.
9. If using an unfinished sentence, the options should follow on grammatically from the
stem.
10. Make sure that the key is ‘true to text’ according to the text.
11. Items should be spread throughout the text and in the order in which they appear.
12. Make sure the answer isn’t always ‘C’.

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions
Which is the better question? Why?
Read the article and choose the correct option (a-d) to complete the sentence according
to the article.
Good interpersonal skills help you to:
A) make progress in your career
B) choose the best way to communicate with people
C) deal with all kinds of people and situations
D) have better relationships
Good interpersonal skills:
A) help you to make progress in your career
B) always help you make the best decisions
C) help you to deal with all kinds of people and situations
D) help you be more attractive to others

5. Check that the
1. The stem and
key isn’t too
options should
obviously right or
be as short as
the distractors too
they can be.
obviously wrong.

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions
Which is the better question? Why?
Read the article and choose the correct option (a-d) to complete the sentence according
to the article.

7. If using an
unfinished
3. The options
sentence,
the
should be
options
should
roughly equal
The article says that 21 century employees want to work for organisations that:
follow
on
A) offer them a good career
length.
B) benefit the community or people in general
grammatically
C) care about their employees
D) will respect you as an individual
from the stem.
The article says that 21st century employees want to work for organisations that:
A) offer them a good career
B) benefit the community or people in general
C) caring about their employees
D) will respect you as an individual and give you plenty of opportunities for promotion
st

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions
Which is the better question? Why?
Read the article and choose the correct option (a-d) according to the article.

Thinking critically is important because:
A) there is so much information to process
B) technology moves so fast
C) a lot of information is visual
D) it’ll help you do better at school and university

6. Avoid any
overlap between
Thinking critically is:
the options.
A) important because there is so much information to process
B) important because technology
technologymoves
movesso
sofast
fast
C) important because a lot of information is visual
D) important because The
the information
information age
age isis so
fast-paced
fast-paced

Guidelines for writing multiple-choice questions
Which is the better question? Why?
Read the article and choose the correct option (a-d) according to the article.
What kind of growth does the speaker not promise?
A) Strong growth
B) Long-term growth
C) Slow growth
D) Fast growth

4.
6.
overlap
5. Avoid
Overlynegatives
long in
in
the
stem.
the
answers
option.

What kind of growth does the speaker not promise?
A) Strong growth
B) Long-term growth
C) Relatively slow growth
D) Fast growth in the first year and then slower growth after that.

Look at this multiple-choice question. What’s wrong with it? How
would you improve it?
Question
According to the article
Annuals are __________.
A) plants that live and
bloom for multiple years
B) plants that do not bloom
C) plants living and
blooming for one year
D) plants blooming
exclusively in cold
climates

Problems
1.The stem is too vague
2.The response items
repeat the same
language unnecessarily
3.The options do not have
parallel grammatical
structures

Improved
Annuals are plants that
_______________.
A) live and bloom for
multiple years
B) do not bloom
C) live and bloom for one
year
D) bloom exclusively in
cold climates

Look at this multiple-choice question. What’s wrong with it? How
would you improve it?
Question
1. According to the text,
honey bees are most
active…
A)
B)
C)
D)

during the day
in the morning
late in the afternoon
at night

Problems
1. A+D are opposites,
which means one has to
be wrong and so the
other two options are
invalid
2. Answer A overlaps with
answers B+C
3. Answer D is too
obviously wrong being
general knowledge

Improved
When are honey bees
most active?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Just after dawn
In the late morning
In the afternoon
In the evening

Look at this multiple-choice question. What’s wrong with it? How
would you improve it?
Question

Problems

Improved

1. When talking about her
job, Laura insists that she
isn’t dissatisfied with…

1. There is a confusing
double negative in the
stem
2. Answer D is a negative,
causing further
confusion with the stem
3. Answer D is also rather
unlikely

When talking about her job,
Laura insists that she is
satisfied with…

A) the salary
B) the amount of holiday
she gets
C) the amount of
responsibility she’s given
D) her manager treating her
badly

A) the salary that she earns
B) the amount of holiday
she gets
C) the amount of
responsibility she’s given
D) the way she is treated by
her manager

Your Turn!
Read the text and write
three multiple choice
questions to accompany it.

Also write one gist multiple
choice question based on
the text as a whole.
Remember the guidelines!

What are the pros and cons of
True/False/NG questions?
Advantages
- Easy to write
- Easy to grade
Disadvantages
- Only test factual information
- allow for a high probability of
guessing if only T/F/(50%)
- Limit assessment to lower order
thinking skills (knowledge and
comprehension

Guidelines for writing True/False/NG questions
Read the following statements and decide if they are True or False.
1. Avoid shades of grey. Be certain that the statement is entirely true or entirely false. T
2. Try to use the same language as in the text. F
3. It’s a good idea to include more than one idea in the true/false statement. F
4. Make sure that world knowledge isn’t coming into play and easily guessable. T
5. Avoid negatives - the false condition creates a confusing double negative. T
6. Use words demoting indefinite degree. Words like more, less and comparatives help test
students understanding. F
7. Use absolutes such as 'none', 'never', 'always', 'all', 'impossible’; and qualifiers such as
'usually', 'generally', 'sometimes', 'often’ where possible. F
8. Beware of detectable patterns (i.e. TFTFTFTFTF) and make sure there is roughly an equal
number of each. T
9. If including Not Given answers, aim for 1 out of 4 or 5 being NG. T
10 . For Not Given answers make sure it really is not given, but don’t make it too obvious. T

Look at these questions. Which ones do you think are
good/bad T/F/NG questions? Why?
1. CCTV camera are everywhere.
2. Super-recognizers need to look at a face for a long time in
order to identify it.

3. The police use super-recognizers to stop violent situations
developing and to help arrest people.
4. If you are good at recognizing faces, you will probably have a
good general memory.
5. To become a super recognizer, you need years of training.
6. CCTV images are always poor and people find them hard to
identify.

7. There are 152 super-recognizers employed by the London
police.
8. There are more CCTV cameras in London than New York.

Your Turn!
Read the text and write
three T/F/NG questions to
accompany it. Remember
the guidelines!

Reading Assessment
& the CEFR
What are the six defined CEFR
reading descriptors categories?
Overall reading comprehension
Reading correspondence
Reading for orientation
Reading for information and argument
Reading instructions
Reading as a leisure activity

Reading Assessment
& the CEFR
Generally speaking, which CEFR
descriptors are appropriate for the
type of reading assessment
questions we’ve been looking at?
Overall reading comprehension
Reading for orientation
Reading for information and argument
(Reading as a leisure activity)

Which Descriptor and Level?
In pairs look at the following descriptors and decide which reading descriptor area
it comes from and what CEFR level (A2, B1, B2) it refers to.
Can scan through long and complex texts, locating relevant details.
Can understand articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which the
writers adopt particular stances or viewpoints.

Can identify specific information in simpler written material encountered, such as letters,
brochures and short newspaper articles describing events.
Can find specific, predictable information in simple everyday material such as
advertisements, prospectuses, menus, lists and timetables.
Can find and understand relevant information in everyday material, such as letters,
brochures and short official documents.
Can recognise significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar topics.

Which Descriptor and Level?
In pairs look at the following descriptors and decide which reading descriptor area
it comes from and what CEFR level (A2, B1, B2) it refers to.
Can scan through long and complex texts, locating relevant details. B2 Orientation
Can understand articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which the
writers adopt particular stances or viewpoints. Information & Argument B2

Can identify specific information in simpler written material encountered, such as letters,
brochures and short newspaper articles describing events. Information & Argument A2
Can find specific, predictable information in simple everyday material such as
advertisements, prospectuses, menus, lists and timetables. A2 Orientation
Can find and understand relevant information in everyday material, such as letters,
brochures and short official documents. B1 Orientation
Can recognise significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar topics.
Information & Argument B1

REVIEW QUIZ
1. Which of these is NOT a CEFR reading comprehension category?
A) Reading for leisure
B) Reading for understanding
C) Reading for orientation

2. When writing multiple-choice questions you should:
A) use negatives in the question stem
B) have more information in the options rather than the stem
C) paraphrase the original text in the stem

3. According to today’s session, you should use distractors that are obvious. T/F/NG
4. According to today’s session, writing multiple-choice questions is harder than writing short
answer questions. T/F/NG.
5. According to today’s session T/F/NG questions should be guessable from general knowledge.
T/F/NG
6. Writing assessment questions for reading is quick and easy. T/F/NG

Time to Reflect…
How much more confident do you feel about writing test items
for reading comprehension? Tell the person next to you 3 things
you’ll take away from today’s session.
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